Sub: Usage of Calculators in CA Test and End-Semester Examinations – Reg.

Ref: Letter from Anna University, Lr.No. 150/COE/C20/2013 dated 12.07.2013

*****

The following Calculators are permitted to be used in Continuous Assessment test and in End-Semester Examinations including Practical Examination

i) CASIO FX-991 MS

ii) CASIO FX-991 ES (except for NUMERICAL METHODS paper)

iii) TI-30 X-II S

iv) TI-30XS-Multiview

v) TI-36X-II (except for NUMERICAL METHODS paper)

vi) TI-36X-Pro (except for NUMERICAL METHODS paper)

vii) Caltrix CX-991S

viii) Caltrix CX82MS

CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS